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Magnetic dipole transitions in 32S from electron scattering at 180°
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Magnetic dipole transitions in the self-conjugate nucleus32S up to an excitation energy of 12 MeV have
been investigated in inelastic electron scattering atQe5180° at the superconducting Darmstadt electron linear
accelerator~S-DALINAC!. Transition strengths have been determined from a plane-wave Born approximation
analysis including Coulomb distortion. For the two strongestM1 transitions, where a discrepancy of a factor
of about 2 was observed in previous (e,e8) experiments, values intermediate between the two extremes are
deduced from the present work. The resulting strength distribution is well described by shell-model calcula-
tions using the unifiedsd-shell interaction and an effectiveM1 operator. The shell-model wave functions also
provide a reasonable description of the form factors. A quasiparticle random phase approximation calculation
is less successful. The present results allow for the first time studies of the form factor of extremely weak
l-forbidden and isoscalarM1 excitations in32S. The l-forbidden transition allows a sensitive test of tensor
corrections to theM1 operator. A combined analysis with the isospin-analog Gamow-Teller~GT! transitions in
the A532 triplet reveals a situation similar to previous studies inA539 nuclei: microscopic calculations
reasonably account for the GT strengths, but fail in the case ofM1 strengths. A possible explanation may be
found in the nonrelativistic treatment of the latter. Some examples of the role of relativistic corrections are
discussed. A consistent description of the reduced transition strength and the form factor of the isoscalarM1
excitation requires isospin mixing with the close-lying isovector transitions. The extracted Coulomb matrix
elements are roughly within the limits set by the approximate constancy of the spreading width derived from
the analysis of compound-nucleus reactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic dipole (M1) response insd-shell nuclei
has been a subject of long-standing interest. It is domina
by spin-flip transitions involving the valence orbits, i.e.,
the type 1d5/2→1d3/2 and vice versa. The availability o
shell-model calculations covering the full major shell h
made them a quantitative testing ground of corrections to
bareM1 operator@1–4#. As a particular example, in recen
work it has been possible to extract meson exchange cu
~MEC! contributions to theM1 strength by comparison o
the latter to the Gamow-Teller~GT! strength in the self-
conjugate nuclei24Mg and 28Si @5–7#. Generally, the experi-
mental information onM1 and isospin-analog GT transition
permits a decomposition of spin/orbital and isospin pa
@8–10#, which in turn serves as a sensitive test of the mic
scopic models.

In the present work we report on a study of the nucle
32S with 180° electron scattering at low momentum tra
fers. Because of the strong suppression of the longitud
contributions to the cross sections, the measurement of b
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scattered electrons serves as a ‘‘spin filter’’ where magn
excitations are enhanced@11,12#. Low-multipolarity mag-
netic transitions have been studied previously in two exp
ments with the32S(e,e8) reaction@13,14#, but theB(M1)↑
values deduced from both differ by a factor of 2 for th
strongest transitions. The present experiment aims at a c
fication and furthermore extends the previous measurem
to higher momentum transfers compared to the rather lim
range of the previous work. This allows for the first tim
meaningful tests of theoretical form factor predictions w
experimental data.

With the experimental techniques described below it h
been possible to reach an almost complete suppression o
nonphysical background in 180° electron scattering. T
high sensitivity enables investigations of even extrem
weakly populatedM1 transitions. As an example, the form
factor of an isoscalarM1 excitation at 7.190 MeV in32S is
presented. It is expected to exhibit sensitivity to isospin m
ing with nearby 11 states populated by isovectorM1 transi-
tions, providing information on Coulomb matrix elemen
which are a subject of continuous interest.

Furthermore, of special importance is the excitation of
11 state atEx57.003 MeV in 32S, which corresponds to a
rather purel-forbidden transition of the type 1d3/2→2s1/2.
Because the usually dominating spin-flip excitations are
hibited,l-forbiddenM1 transitions are mainly promoted by

a

6.
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F. HOFMANN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024311
tensorial part of the operator@2–4# and provide a unique
possibility to study this otherwise hardly accessible pie
The extraction of thel-forbidden transition strength in32S
thus sheds new light on a long-standing problem in the
scription of electromagnetic andb-decay observables in ligh
nuclei. The properties of the effectiveM1 and GT operators
deduced from microscopic calculations@2,3# and empirical
fits @4# generally agree quite well except for the isovec
tensor correction. This has been studied in detail in39Ca and
39K where purel-forbidden 1d3/2→2s1/2 transitions are ex-
pected@15–19#. It is found that the calculations reasonab
account for the GT strength, but fail for theM1 case. This
poses a severe problem, because the main contribution
the tensorial part of the operator~mainly due to core polar-
ization andD isobar excitation! strictly scale and do no
depend on details of the calculations of those effects@1#. In
the mass-32 multiplet the isospin-analog GT transitions
known fromb decay, and together with theM1 strength an
independent test of the different calculations of the effect
operator can be performed. A short account of this has
ready been presented elsewhere@20#.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II provide
description of the experiment with an emphasis on the n
technique of background suppression in the electron sca
ing spectra by time-of-flight techniques, while the da
analysis and the extraction of reduced transition strengths
presented in Sec. III. Results for the strong spin-flipM1
transitions are discussed in Sec. IV including the compari
of the strength distributions and the form factors to sh
model and quasiparticle random phase approxima
~QRPA! calculations as well as to the analog GT transitio
Section V deals with the weakl-forbidden and isoscalarM1
excitations in32S. Finally, a summary is given in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The 32S(e,e8) experiment was performed at the 180
electron scattering facility@21# of the superconducting
Darmstadt electron linear accelerator S-DALINAC. An a
vantage of the present over previous 180° systems is
coupling to a high-resolution, large solid-angle magne
spectrometer of the quadrupole-clamshell type@22#. The
measurements covered incident energies between 42 an
MeV, corresponding to momentum transfersq.0.4
20.8 fm21. The magnetic spectrometer settings were c
sen to study an excitation energy regionEx.4214 MeV.
Two settings were necessary for the lowest incident ene
covering excitation regions of 3.7–11.3 MeV and 8.6–1
MeV, respectively, with a large overlap for proper normaliz
tion. Natural Li2S was chosen as target material because
its high melting point ('950 °C). The few magnetic trans
tions in 6,7Li are well known and do not kinematically dis
turb the analysis of transitions in32S. Rather, they can b
used for the normalization of the cross sections. The ta
was prepared compressing Li2S powder into disks 2.5 cm in
diameter and about 28 mg/cm2 thick. Because Li2S is very
hygroscopic, all target fabrication and transfer operatio
were conducted in a dry argon atmosphere. Neverthe
peaks in the spectra are observed, which can be kinem
02431
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cally identified to belong to1H and 16O, indicating a con-
tamination of the target with water.

An essential point for the success of the present exp
ment was the suppression of the background in the spe
This was achieved by pulsing the electron beam with
subharmonic buncher originally developed for the free el
tron laser at the S-DALINAC@23#. Thereby, a 10 MHz mi-
crostructure is imprinted on the usual 3 GHZ time structu
corresponding to a quasi-dc beam. This allows to meas
differences of the time of flight of electrons and to locali
the instrumental background sources. Figure 1 presen
sample spectrum of counts versus time of flight~TOF!. Peaks
are visible that can be identifed with target-related eve
and delayed electrons backscattered from the Faraday
Furthermore, there are additional structures appearing a
10 ns before the target peak. These result from bremstr
ung photons created by electron beam losses in an ene
defining system (40° system! of three dipole magnets. While
the difference of path lengths between these photons re
ing directly the detector and electrons moving along the m
beamline and scattered from the target into the spectrom
would be very small, a measurable time difference to
target-related events results from the additional path of
electrons through the chicane of the 180° system~see Ref.
@21#!.

Clearly, with an electronic window on the target-relat
events, the background can already be reduced consider
Further improvement of the time resolution is achieved
correction for the path length differences through the sp
trometer. As demonstrated in Fig. 2 this allows us to dec
volute the target peak into three contributions: the first ste
ming from from electrons scattered off the pole gap of t
seperating magnet, the second from the target, and the
from the back wall of the scattering chamber surrounding
beam line exit. A typical unfolded spectrum assuming th
Gaussians is displayed in Fig. 2, and the final time gate u
in the further analysis is indicated by vertical lines. Wi
such an electronic gate a part of the true events is cut off
the deduced cross sections must be corrected for the full
content based on the fit shown in Fig. 2. The correctnes
this approach can be tested by comparison to the line c

FIG. 1. Time of flight spectrum of the32S(e,e8) reaction at
E0566.4 MeV measured with the 180° system@21# at the
S-DALINAC.
1-2
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MAGNETIC DIPOLE TRANSITIONS IN 32S FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024311
tents deduced for prominent transitions in the spectra with
TOF background suppression.

The TOF correction finally leads to a background red
tion reaching factors up to 10 in the present experime
Figure 3 depicts as an example a spectrum measured aE0
542.2 MeV without~upper! and with ~lower! the software
cut on the correct time of flight. The background still rema
ing is almost solely due to the radiative tail of the elastic a
inelastic lines. It is very low and illustrates the advantage
properties of 180° scattering.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Decomposition of the spectra

In Fig. 4 the spectra measured in the present experim
are plotted. The dashed lines represent the radiative tail

FIG. 2. Time of flight spectrum of the32S(e,e8) reaction at
180° for E0542.2 MeV without ~top! and with ~bottom! a soft-
ware correction of the time of flight due to the different flight pat
through the spectrometer. The hatched area represents events
the target.

FIG. 3. Spectrum of the32S(e,e8) reaction at 180° for
E0542.2 MeV without ~top! and with ~bottom! time-of-flight
corrections.
02431
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tribution assumed in the further analysis. Towards higher
citation energies it rises due to its peculiar form in electr
scattering near 180°. For simplicity it has been described
a polynomial of second order in the investigated energy
gion. In spectra taken for heavier nuclei (48,90Zr) under the
same kinematical conditions as in the present experimen
background behavior could be explicitly tested by a fluctu
tion analysis technique@24#.

The spectra were decomposed using the programFIT

@25,26#. The line shape was described by a function

y5y03H exp@2C~x2x0!2/s1
2#, x,x0

exp@2C~x2x0!2/s2
2#, x0,x<x01hs2

A/~B1x2x0!g, x.x01hs2
~1!

consisting of three smoothly connected parts. The coeffice
A, B, andC are determined by the condition of continuo
differentiability. The parameters of Eq.~1! are the energy a
the maximum of the peak (x0), the number of counts atx0
(y0), the variances of the Gaussian functions forEx,x0 and
Ex.x0 (s1

2 and s2
2), respectively, the contact point of th

hyperbolic function (h), and the exponent of the hyperbol
function (g). The line shape has been determined for
most prominent transitions in each spectrum and then k
fixed except forx0 andy0. All lines and the background wer
fitted simultanously. To determine the full peak area, the c
tributions of the radiative tails were calculated with standa
formulas for (e,e8) radiative correction functions~see, e.g.,
Ref. @27#!. The energy resolution varied between 70 and 1

rom
FIG. 4. Spectra of the32S(e,e8) reaction at 180° forE0542.2

(Ex<9.0 MeV) and 42.6 MeV (Ex.9.0 MeV), respectively,E0

566.4 MeV andE0582.2 MeV in the analyzed excitation energ
region.
1-3
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F. HOFMANN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024311
keV full width at half maximum~FWHM! due to the beam
resolution and target thickness. The overall precision of
excitation energies determined in this work is estimated to
630 keV.

Between excitation energies of 8 and 12 MeV we co
reproduce all magnetic transitions observed in previ
(e,e8) experiments@13,14#. Above 12 MeV the level density
is too high to permit an unambiguous comparison to
other (e,e8) data. Furthermore, because of the succes
background suppression we were able to deduce for the
time electron scattering cross sections for the very weakM1
transitions populating the well-knownJp511 states at 7.003
and 7.190 MeV, respectively.

Since the elastic scattering cross section varies rap
over the horizontal angle opening of the magnetic spectr
eter ~about 177°2180°), the data were normalized to th
prominentM1 transition in6Li at 3.562 MeV. For this tran-
sition precise form factor measurements are availa
@28,29#. The uncertainties in the determined peak areas in
spectrum include the statistical contribution and a system
error. The latter amounts to 6% for the lower-energy bin a
8% and for the higher-energy bin atE0542 MeV ~the spec-
trum was combined from data obtained for two different fie
settings of the spectrometer! and 7% for the spectra at 66 an
82 MeV incident electron energy, respectively, added
quadrature. The systematic uncertainty arises from the
malization to 6Li and in the case of the higher-energy spe
trum taken atE0542 MeV also from the matching to th
lower excitation energy part.

Table I summarizes the kinematics, the experimental cr
sections, and the dedcued transverse form factors ofM1
transitions in32S investigated in the present experiment. A
ditionally, we include unpublished results of experimen
performed under backward angles (165°) at the hi
resolution energy-loss spectrometer@30# at the S-DALINAC.
These were restricted to a narrow energy bin (Ex'6.5
27.3 MeV!, aiming at a study of thel-forbidden transition
at 7.003 MeV@20#.

B. Transition multipolarities and strengths

For an unambiguous multipolarity assignment and a
termination of the transition strength at the photon point
PWBA analysis can be applied for (e,e8) data of a nucleus
such as32S with low Z and at low momentum transferq @31#.
In PWBA the cross sections can be written in terms of
reduced transition probabilitiesB(Xl,q), for the inelastic
transition of multipolarityl, from the ground state of spinJi
to a final state ofJf . Here,X5C describes the Coulomb
X5E the transverse electric, andX5M magnetic contribu-
tions. Near 180° the longitudinal contribution is largely su
pressed, leaving essentially the transverse parts. For a t
nucleus withJi50 in its ground state the cross section o
magnetic excitation of multipolarityl is given by

S ds

dV D
Ml

5
1

4
a2

4p

l@~2l11!!! #2

q2l

k0
2

B~Ml,q! f rec, ~2!

where k0 is the incident momentum,f rec5(112E0 /
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M0c2)21 the recoil factor whereM0 stands for the mass o
the target nucleus, anda is the fine structure constant. Th
experimental cross sections in Eq.~2! are multiplied by a
DWBA correction factor in order to account for Coulom
distortion effects. These were extracted from a compariso
DWBA and PWBA cross section calculations for the giv
kinematics with the codePAMELA @32#.

The measuredB(Ml,q) values can be extrapolated toq
5v[Ex /\c, the so-called photon point, in a fairly mode
independent way. For smallq, the reduced transition prob
abilities can be expanded in a power series ofq2l :

AB~Ml,q!

B~Ml,0!
5(

l 50

`

~21! lCl
lq2lRtr

2l ~3!

with

Cl
l5

~2l11!!!

2l3 l ! ~2~l1 l !11!!!

2l 1l11

l11
. ~4!

TABLE I. Cross sections and form factors ofM1 transitions
measured at 180°~QCLAM spectrometer@22#! and at 165°
~energy-loss spectrometer@30#!. The quoted uncertainties contain
statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature.

Ex u q E0 ds

dV

FT
2 Error

~MeV! ~deg! (fm21) ~MeV! (fm2/sr) ~%!

7.003 165 0.167 20.2 1.0731027 3.231027 45
165 0.263 29.7 2.4731028 1.631027 75
165 0.313 34.7 3.2731028 2.931027 57
165 0.382 41.5 2.0531028 2.631027 57
180 0.393 42.2 8.0331028 1.131026 57
165 0.457 49.0 3.2831028 5.831027 12
180 0.637 66.4 3.5931028 1.231026 27
180 0.797 82.2 6.1631028 3.231026 15

7.190 165 0.262 29.7 4.6231028 3.031027 57
165 0.313 34.7 5.4231028 4.831027 25
180 0.392 42.2 2.3931028 2.931027 52
165 0.456 49.0 9.0531029 1.631027 25
180 0.796 82.2 2.2831028 1.231026 50

8.13 180 0.387 42.2 7.2031027 9.7031026 8
180 0.792 82.2 6.8931028 3.5331026 15

9.66 180 0.379 42.2 2.9131027 3.9231026 11
180 0.624 66.4 9.7231028 3.2431026 16
180 0.784 82.2 4.0231028 2.0631026 19

11.14 180 0.376 42.6 1.1531026 1.5831025 10
180 0.616 66.4 1.6031027 5.3331026 13

11.64 180 0.374 42.6 7.8131027 1.0831025 10
180 0.614 66.4 1.6231027 5.4031026 13
180 0.774 82.2 5.8131028 2.9731026 17
1-4
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MAGNETIC DIPOLE TRANSITIONS IN 32S FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024311
The transition radiiRtr
2l are defined, e.g., in Ref.@33#. Terms

up to orderl 53 were included in the analysis. The transitio
radii Rtr

6 and Rtr
4 were correlated withRtr

2 through the rela-
tions Rtr

451.09(Rtr
2)2 andRtr

651.18(Rtr
2)3. These coefficients

were obtained from the radial moments calculated with
codePAMELA @34#.

With these assumptions a least-squares fit of Eq.~3! to the
data was performed for each transition with two variabl
B(Ml,0) and the transition radiusRtr , assuming a definite
l. Form factor data from previous experiments@13,14# were
included in the fit. Because the PWBA analysis is valuable
low momentum transfers only, the fits were limited to da
for q,0.65 fm21. An example of this procedure is depicte
in Fig. 5 for the transition populating theEx511.14 MeV
state. Results are shown forl51 to 3 assuming a magneti
transition. The multipolarity assignment is based on the b
x2 and the condition of a value for the transition radius re
sonably close to the root-mean-square charge radius of32S
(Rc53.23 fm @35#!. While very good correspondence wit
the data is achieved assumingl51, systematic deviations
are observed at the lowestq values assuming a higher mu
tipolarity. Furthermore, theM1 transition radius of 3.77~8!
fm is compatible with the charge radius, but much too la
values are needed forM2 @Rtr55.93(13) fm# or M3 @Rtr
57.45(18) fm#.

Table II summarizes the transition strengths of the fo
strongM1 transitions in comparison to results of other e
periments. The weakM1 transitions around 7 MeV are dis
cussed separately in Sec. V. The transition strength at
MeV in the present experiment is slightly lower than t

FIG. 5. Example of the PWBA analysis for the excitation of t
state at 11.14 MeV assuming a M1~top!, a M2 ~middle!, or a M3
transition ~bottom!. The solid lines correspond to a fit of Eq.~3!
with the values given in the text.
02431
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results of Ref. @13# and nuclear resonance fluorescen
~NRF! data @36#. In accordance with the NRF results th
excitation strength of the 9.66 MeV transition is significan
lower than deduced from the other (e,e8) experiments, al-
though our analysis includes their data. For the two m
prominentM1 transitions to states at 11.14 and 11.64 M
we find strengths intermediate between the two disparate
sults of Refs.@13# and @14#. Additional M1 strength above
12 MeV observed in Ref.@14# could not be identified in the
present experiments. All transitions analyzed in this ene
region were determined to haveM2 character. The presenc
of fragmentedM1 strength as deduced by Ref.@14# cannot
be excluded from the present data. However, the claim
M1 transitions with strengthsB(M1)↑>0.4mN

2 at energies
above 13 MeV@14# is in contradiction to the sensitivity lim-
its of the present work.

IV. DISCUSSION OF STRONG TRANSITIONS

A. B„M1… strength distribution

The deduced experimentalB(M1) strength distribution
can be compared to the microcopic shell model and qu
particle random phase approximation~QRPA! calculations.
Shell-model wave functions were obtained from the unifi
sd-shell ~USD! interaction@37#, which has been shown to
provide an excellent description of static and dynamic m
netic properties insd-shell nuclei@38#. For the description of
the M1 transition strengths effectiveg factors were em-
ployed. Two sets are available: one from the empirical fit
Brown and Wildenthal ~BW! @4# with gL

eff(IV)50.613,
gS

eff(IV)53.971, gP
eff(IV)50.399 for mass-32 nuclei, an

one from Towner and Khanna~TK! @2# based on a one-boso
exchange potential and perturbation theory. The effectivg
factors gL

eff(IV)50.544, gS
eff(IV)54.267, gP

eff(IV)50.167
result from an interpolation from the values calculated
closed-shell61 nuclei using the mass dependence sugge
in Ref. @4#. The QRPA approach has been successfully
plied to describe magnetic dipole properties in deform
medium-mass@39# and heavy@40# nuclei. Details are pro-
vided in Ref.@41#.

Figure 6 shows theM1 strength distributions of the ex
periment and the different models. The excitation energie
11 states calculated with the USD interaction agree w
with experiment, and transition strengths derived with B

TABLE II. B(M1) transition strengths from a PWBA analys
of the present32S(e,e8) measurement in comparison to previo
(e,e8) @13,14# and to nuclear resonance fluorescence experim
@36#.

S-DALINAC @13# @14# @36#

Ex B(M1)↑ B(M1)↑ B(M1)↑ B(M1)↑
~MeV! (mN

2 ) (mN
2 ) (mN

2 ) (mN
2 )

8.13 0.87~9! 1.14~18! — 1.24~17!

9.66 0.37~6! 0.69~18! 0.55~24! 0.43~12!

11.14 2.10~15! 2.40~22! 1.24~13! —
11.64 1.04~9! 1.26~20! 0.77~14! —
1-5
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F. HOFMANN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024311
and TK effectiveg factors satisfactorily reproduce the fou
prominentM1 transitions below 12 MeV, although the T
results tend to be somewhat high. The strength ratio of
transitions to the 11.14 and 11.64 MeV states is reverse
both cases with respect to experiment. However, they ap
to be strongly mixed in the calculation and their ratio d
pends sensitively on the predicted energy difference, wh
is larger than that found experimentally. Therefore, o
should rather compare the sum of both, which is again w
described by the calculations using the BW effective m
netic dipole operator. The additional strong transition p
dicted around 13.5 MeV can be excluded from the pres
data, which set an upper limit of about 0.4mN

2 between 12
and 14 MeV. TheM1 strength distribution above 12 MeV
must be more fragmented than suggested from the s
model results. This is indeed what is found in charg
exchange reactions populating 11 states in32Cl @42#, which
are the isospin analog states of32S.

The description of the energy spectrum by the QRPA
sults is poorer; all relevant transitions lie essentially bel
Ex.10 MeV. Only three strong transitions are predict
and the summed strength is almost a factor of 2 below
data. This is in contrast to the findings in30Si @41# where the
reproduction of the experimentalB(M1) distribution @14#
was superior over the shell model.

B. Comparison to GT strength

The examined nucleus32S is self-conjugate with ground
state~g.s.! isospinT5Tz50. This allows a direct compari
son of the isovectorM1 strengths with the analog GT tran
sition strengths. The same selection rulesDJ51, DT51,
are valid for the GT operator, which is connected to the s

FIG. 6. M1 strength distribution in32S: experiment~top!, shell-
model calculations with the effective operator of BW@4# ~second
row! and TK @2# ~third row!, and QRPA calculations of@41# ~bot-
tom!.
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part of the isovectorM1 operator by rotation in isospin
space. Thus, one can calculate the spin partB(M1)s from
the relation

B~M1!s5
3~mp2mn!2

8p
B~GT!, ~5!

where the numerical factor equals 2.643mN
2 . Any deviation

of the ratio

R5
B~M1!

B~M1!s
~6!

from R51 results from the combined effects of orbital an
MEC contributions.

Figure 7 compares the totalM1 strength from the presen
(e,e8) experiment with the GT2 strength derived from the
32S(p,n)32Cl reaction@42#. When the latter is shifted by the
g.s Q value for 32Cl→32S b decay, good correspondence
observed for the excitation energies. The transition streng
extracted from both experiments are very similar, but so
differences remain. These can be traced back to the c
bined effects of spin/orbital interference and MEC enhan
ments of theM1 excitations, which were shown to contrib
ute significantly insd-shell nuclei@5–7#. An interpretation of
the differences as interference between the spin and or
parts of theM1 operator alone would imply constructiv
interference for transitions to the states atEx59.66 and
11.64 MeV and destructive interference for the transiti
populating theEx511.14 MeV level. However, without a
quantitative estimate of the MEC effects in32S a separation
of spin and orbitalM1 matrix elements in analogy to th
28Si case@8# is not possible. The GT2 strength seen@42#
above 12 MeV is much smaller than what was found in
(e,e8) experiment of Ref.@14#, and there is no correspon
dence in excitation energies. This casts further doubt on
existence of strong (>0.4mN

2 ) transitions around 13.5 MeV
claimed by Ref.@14# unless one assumes very strong sp
orbit cancellation effects that are not predicted by the sh
model results. It should be noted that the GT1 strength dis-

FIG. 7. Comparison of theB(M1) ~present work! with the GT
~Ref. @42#! strength distributions, normalized relative to each oth
with the aid of Eq.~5!.
1-6
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TABLE III. Comparison of results for the prominentM1 transitions in32S deduced from the present wor
and using Eq.~5! for the isospin-analog GT transitions@42# with shell-model calculations employing th
USD interaction and effectiveg factors of BW@4# or TK @2#. The ratioR is defined in Eq.~7!.

Expt. BW TK
Ex B(M1) B(M1)s R B(M1) B(M1)s R B(M1) B(M1)s R
~MeV! (mN

2 ) (mN
2 ) (mN

2 ) (mN
2 ) (mN

2 ) (mN
2 )

8.13 0.87~9! 0.91~12! 0.96~23! 1.05 0.68 1.54 1.25 0.74 1.69
9.66 0.37~6! 0.19~3! 1.95~61! 0.28 0.12 2.33 0.28 0.15 1.97
11.14 2.10~15! 2.66~34! 0.79~16! 1.13 1.09 1.04 1.44 1.29 1.12
11.64 1.04~9! 0.82~11! 1.27~28! 1.92 1.56 1.23 2.32 1.84 1.26
( 4.38~21! 4.57~38! 0.95~13! 4.38 3.45 1.27 5.29 4.06 1.30
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tribution from a 32S(n,p)32P experiment@43# ~for a T50
nucleus GT1 and GT2 strengths should be equal! is in good
agreement with the results of Ref.@42# although the energy
resolution is too limited for a level-by-level comparison.

Experimental and shell-model results forB(M1) and
B(M1)s strengths are given in Table III. It may be noted th
B(M1)s values for 11 excitations in 32S have also been
deduced from a study of the (p,p8) reaction@44#. However,
these values are much larger than those deduced from
charge-exchange reaction. This can be traced back to an
derestimate of the unit cross sectionŝ used for the conver-
sion of experimental cross sections to transition streng
~see the discussion in Ref.@5#!. Therefore, a detailed com
parison is omitted.

A systematic difference is observed in Table III betwe
the results using the BW and TK corrections: the form
accounts for theM1 strengths, but underpredicts the G
strengths, while the latter is somewhat closer for the GT~but
still below the data! and overpredicts theM1 transitions. As
a result both approaches lead to values larger than 1 for
normalized ratioR defined in Eq.~5!. Except for the weaker
transition to the state at 9.66 MeV withR!1, the experi-
mentalR values are compatible with unity within error bar
However, the corresponding analyses in24Mg @5# and 28Si
@6,7# have shown the need to compare the total 0\v
strengths with the shell-model values. There, the effec
orbital contributions tends to cancel@45,46#, although they
might be strong for the individual transition, and remaini
differences can be attributed to enhancements of vector
son exchange currents. Thus, an answer to the questio
MEC enhancements of theM1 strength in32S has to await
further experiments capable of extracting the completeM1
response up to about 16 MeV.

C. Form factors

The form factor data available from the present expe
ment as well as from Refs.@13,14# provide a stringent test o
the microscopic calculations. Early attempts to describe
form factors using simplified wave functions~see Ref.@13#!
showed large differences, but a clear distinction was diffic
because of the limitedq range of the data. The new results
higher momentum transfers reported here are thus par
larly helpful to test the validity of the shell-model and QRP
results.
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The experimental form factors are plotted in Fig. 8. T
shell-model and QRPA predictions are shown as solid
dashed lines, respectively. The curves are normalized to
data. The shell-model results are calculated with free nucl
g factors, since the momentum transfer dependence of
corrections to theM1 operator is not known. Attempts t
study the effective operator at finiteq in sd-shell nuclei have
been reported for nuclei in the vicinity of closed shells@47#,
but it is not clear whether these results could be extrapola
to open-shell cases. A satisfactory description is attained w
the USD interaction, in particular for theM1 transitions to
the Ex58.13 and 11.64 MeV states. The QRPA calculatio
provide a reasonable description near the first maxima of
form factors but systematically underpredict the data
higher q. ~One should keep in mind that the assignment
QRPA to the experimental levels is arbitrary.!

One exception is the form factor of the strongestM1
transition populating the state at 11.14 MeV, which show
much steeper decrease towards higherq values~cf. Fig. 8!.
In particular, the corresponding line is absent in the d
measured at the highestq (E0582.2 MeV), indicating a
pronounced minimum of the form factor. Here, the she
model result is poor at higherq while the QRPA results
would give a better description. One possible explanat

FIG. 8. Experimental form factors of the prominentM1 transi-
tions in 32S from Ref.@13# ~open circles!, Ref. @14# ~open squares!,
and the present work~full circles!. The solid lines are shell-mode
calculations with the USD interaction and freeg factors. The dashed
lines are from the QRPA calculations of Ref.@41#.
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F. HOFMANN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024311
would be a destructive interference with an orbital mat
element much larger than predicted in the shell-model
sults. Such an effect is indeed suggested by the reductio
the the B(M1) value with respect to the pure spinM1
strength~see Table III! deduced from the GT results@42#.
The form factor shape of the transition to the state at at 11
MeV can be reproduced by artificially enlarging the orbi
part in the shell-model calculations. However, the orbital m
trix element needed would then be much larger than w
one would deduce from the comparison to the GT streng

V. WEAK M1 TRANSITIONS

A. The l-forbidden transition to the state at 7.003 MeV

A 11 state at 7.003 MeV is known in32S @48#. It can be
excited from the g.s. via anl-forbidden (1d3/2→2s1/2 and
vice versa! transition. Thus, the usually dominating allowe
spin contributions are suppressed, and the transition
mainly governed by the tensor corrections of the effect
operator that are otherwise hardly accessible. A study of
transition based on the present experiments has been
sented in Ref.@20#. Therefore we restrict ourselves here to
brief summary of the most important results plus some s
sequent analyses attempting to shed further insight into
problem raised there.

The extracted form factor of thel-forbidden transition is
displayed in Fig. 9. Theq dependence is vastly differen
from the dominant spin-flip transitions~cf. Fig. 8! with a first
maximum aroundqeff.1 fm21. Using the same approach t
calculate the form factor as for the strong transitions, i
wave functions from the USD interaction and freeg factors,
a satisfactory description of the form factor shape can
obtained This allows the extraction of the reducedM1 tran-
sition probability B(M1)↑50.0040(5)mN

2 , which consti-
tutes, to the best of our knowledge, the smallest ever m
sured in electron scattering. It may be noted that the sh
model result overpredicts this value by a factor of about

The isospin analog states of the 7.003 level are the gro
states of the respective mass-32 neighbors32Cl and 32P.

FIG. 9. Form factor of thel-forbidden transition to theJp

511, Ex57.003 MeV state in32S. Full circles: data measured a
180°. Full triangles: data measured at 165°. Solid line: calcula
with wave functions from the USD interaction and free nucleong
factors normalized to the data.
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Thus, GT strengths are available from theb decay, allowing
for a combined analysis@20#. This data set enables an ind
pendent test of a long-standing problem in the description
electromagnetic andb-decay observables in light nucle
@15–19#. The properties of the effectiveM1 and GT opera-
tors deduced from empirical fits~BW! and microscopic cal-
culations~TK! generally agree quite well except for the i
ovector tensor correction. This has been studied in deta
39Ca and 39K where purel-forbidden 1d3/2→2s1/2 transi-
tions are expected. It is found that the TK corrections r
sonably account for the GT strength, but fail for theM1
case. This poses a severe problem because the main c
butions to the tensor corrections~core polarization,D isobar
excitation! strictly scale and do not depend on details of t
calculations. On the other hand, a satisfactory descriptio
achieved with the empirical BW corrections. However, th
only reflects that in their fit the isovector tensor correction
almost exclusively determined by experimental results
l-forbidden transitions. The present data inA532 nuclei pro-
vide an independent test. The comparison to the shell-mo
results seems to reinforce the discrepancy@20#.

It may be noted, however, that isospin mixing had to
included in the shell-model calculations in order to expla
the large asymmetry of the GT decay between the mir
nuclei 32Cl and 32P. The form factor calculation shown i
Fig. 9 is based on isospin-pure wave functions and may
appreciably modified by the inclusion of isospin mixing. O
the other hand, as pointed out above, a possibleq depen-
dence of the corrections to the bareM1 operator is also
neglected. Because of the good description of the form fa
data the extraction of theM1 strength by extrapolation to th
photon point should not be too sensitive to these simplifi
tions.

Some ideas on how to explain the discrepancy have b
put forward@49# based on relativistic effects not included
the the nonrelativistic model of Ref.@2#. In the calculation of
magnetic dipole moments one usually replaces the dep
dence of the nucleon current on the velocity by the mom
tum. However, the strict proportionality holds in the nonre
ativistic limit only. For any two-body part of the interactio
the relativistic description leads to additional terms. Ta
e.g., a two-body spin-orbit forceVLS(r ik) @50#,

vW k5
i

\
@H,rWk#5

pW k

M
2

1

\ (
i

@~rWk2rW i !3~sWk1sW i !#VLS~r ik!,

~7!

wherevW , pW , rW, andsW denote velocity, momentum, space, a
spin vectors, respectively. The contributions arising fro
these relativistic corrections can be estimated after the
lowing simplifications:~i! neglect of the isospin dependenc
~ii ! averaging over all terms dependent onk, and ~iii ! a
spherically symmetric core@50,51# to be

dM ~M1!5A 3

4pH 4m

3\2
r 2f ~r !~A2p@Y(2)

^ s#m
1 1sm!

3S tz2
N2Z

A D2m

\2

2Z

A
g~r !smJ @mN#. ~8!

n
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MAGNETIC DIPOLE TRANSITIONS IN 32S FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024311
Here, g(r )52V0l(lp/4p)2VWS where VWS stands for a
Woods-Saxon potential, andf (r ) is the derivative ofg(r ).
Application of Eq.~8! yields a correction to the tensor matr
element of thel-forbiddenM1 transition in 32S of dM P5
10.031mN . This would be of the right order of magnitude
explain the difference between the BW (M P520.136mN)
and TK (M P520.070mN) matrix elements, but is of the
wrong sign. Some caution is necessary in the interpreta
of this result because of the simplifications~i!–~iii !. In par-
ticular, assumption~iii ! is questionable for a well-deforme
nucleus like32S.

The importance of a relativistic description ofl-forbidden
M1 transitions is also emphasized by the close link to ps
dospin symmetry. The introduction of pseudospin accou
for the near-degeneracy of shell-model orbitals with (nr ,l , j
5 l 11/2) and„nr21,l 12,j 85( l 12)21/2… found through-
out the nuclear landscape. Here,nr denotes the radial quan
tum number, andl andj stand for the orbital and total angula
momentum. Within pseudospin symmetry these are
scribed as spin-orbit partners with pseudospinl̃ 5 l 11. Tran-
sitions between the two are of thel-forbidden type discusse
here.

While this concept was empirically established 30 ye
ago @52#, a deeper understanding has always been lack
Only recently has the origin of pseudospin been shown
result from the near cancellation of the attractive scalar
the repulsive vector relativistic mean fields@53#. As a result,
the lower component of the Dirac wave functions of t
pseudospin doublet have a high spatial overlap@54# and one
finds finite M1 and GT transitions probabilities within th
doublet, which can be expressed through the magnetic
ments of initial and final states@55#.

A test of these relations against the available exp
mental data near closed shells reveals overall a surprisi
good correspondence, although marked deviations are
served near certain shell closures@56#. In particular, a perfect
description is obtained forM1 @56# and GT @55# transitions
in 39Ca. An application to the mass-32 case is prese
not possible because experimental information on the m
netic moments of the involved state is missing„note, how-
ever, a recent measurement ofm(1g.s.

1 ) in 32Cl @57#… and
pairing effects would have to be included in the theoreti
description.

B. The isoscalar transition to the state at 7.190 MeV

Since isoscalarM1 transitions are strongly suppress
compared to isovector ones, experimental information fr
electroexcitation is much more scarce. Similar to t
l-forbidden case weak corrections to the bareM1 operator—
otherwise hardly accessible—may be enhanced. The f
factor deduced for the isoscalar transition to the state
7.190 MeV is plotted in Fig. 10. Recently, a lifetime me
surement has been reported for this level@58#. Together with
the known g.s. branching ratio@48# one can deduce
B(M1)↑50.011(5)mN

2 . The corresponding form facto
point is also included in Fig. 10. The shell-model result n
malized to the data is displayed as dashed line. The mom
tum transfer dependence is reasonably described atq.0.3
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20.5 fm21 but overestimates the strength at the pho
point. Furthermore, the value at the highestq, where the
transition is rather pronounced in the spectrum, is sign
cantly underpredicted. A large normalization factor of 10
with respect to the shell-model results is needed.

A possible explanation for these discrepancies may be
effects of isospin mixing, which are known to modify th
properties of isoscalar transitions in light nuclei weakly e
cited from the ground state. The analysis of isospin mix
within the most simple two-state model has been discus
e.g., in Ref.@59# for the famous case of the isocalar an
isovectorM1 transition in 12C. In the present example it i
assumed that mixing occurs with the closest-lying stron
excited 11,T51 state in32S atEx58.13 MeV. The actual
11-state wave functions are written in terms of isospin-pu
wave functions

u7.19&5auT50&1buT51&, ~9!

u8.13&5buT50&2auT51&, ~10!

with a21b251.
The coefficientsa, b are determined from the experimen

tal reduced transition probabilities

B~M1!7.19

B~M1!8.13
5

uaMT501bMT51u2

ubMT502aMT51u2
, ~11!

whereMT50 , MT51 stand for the pure isoscalar and isove
tor matrix elements, respectively. Witha.1 and the pre-
dominance of isovector over isoscalarM1 transition strength
one can neglect the termbMT50 and make the simplifying
assumption

B~M1!8.135uMT51u2. ~12!

The value forMT50 has to be taken from the shell-mod
calculations.

FIG. 10. Form factor of the isoscalar transition to theJp;T
511;0, Ex57.190 MeV state in32S. Full circles: data measure
at 180°. Full triangles: data measured at 165°. Full square: lifet
measurement of Ref.@58#. Dashed line: calculation with wave func
tions from the USD interaction and free nucleong factors normal-
ized to the data.
1-9
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F. HOFMANN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024311
Following the method outlined in Ref.@59# one obtains a
T51 mixing amplitude, which can be converted to a Co
lomb matrix element̂HC&,

^HC&5a buDEu, ~13!

whereDE is the experimental energy difference. Depend
on the relative sign betweena and b, ^HC&
5147(76) keV or263(49) keV is obtained.

These values are compatible with to the systematics
Coulomb matrix elements@60#. As shown in Ref.@60# an
approximate constancy of the spreading widthG↓ is ex-
pected, which is related to the Coulomb matrix element

G↓52p
^HC&2

D
. ~14!

Here, D denotes the average level spacing. A valueG↓

'30 keV can be deduced from the systematics
compound-nucleus reactions@60#, but a variation of about
620 keV is still consistent with the typical scattering of th
data. The level density can be calculated, e.g., from the
croscopic approach of Ref.@61# to ber'3.7 MeV21. How-
ever, one is still in an excitation regime where the level
formation is complete, suggestingr'122 MeV21 as a
more realistic estimate. An upper limitu^HC&u<90 keV can
be derived by insertion of these values into Eq.~14!. Thus,
the present results comply with the magnitude of Coulo
matrix element suggested by the approximate constanc
the spreading width.

A general limitation of this type of analysis is its depe
dence on the shell-model value for the pureT50 M1 matrix
element that bears considerable uncertainty. Furtherm
mixing with other strongly excited 11,T51 states cannot be
neglected. For example, even larger values^HC&
5400(214) keV or2169(132) keV would result for mix-
ing with the strongly excited state at 11.14 MeV.

While the analysis above is restricted to the photon po
one can also utilize the experimental information on the m
mentum transfer dependence. In this case one has to re
the shell-model predictions of the form factor shapes. B
the transition to the 8.13 MeV state and the one to the 11
MeV state are included. The form factor for the latter tran
tion is modified to reproduce the experimental data as
scribed above by enlarging the orbital matrix element w
respect to the shell-model result. Because of its anomaloq
dependence thel-forbidden transition significantly contrib
utes forq.0.3 fm21 and must also be included.

A fit to the data was performed allowing for the norma
ization of each form factor and the relative phases as
parameters. It turns out that there exists only one spe
combination of phases that permits a simultaneous des
tion of all data. Destructive interference is necessary betw
the isoscalar and the isovector spin-flip contributions whil
constructive interference of the isoscalar with thel-forbidden
amplitude is required. The result is presented in Fig. 11. N
that the form factors for the transition to the state at 8
MeV are not visible because the mixing amplitude det
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mined from the fit is compatible with zero within the unce
tainties. The following Coulomb matrix elements are d
rived:

Ex57.003 MeV, ^HC&562~11! keV,

Ex58.13 MeV, ^HC&50~47! keV,

Ex511.14 MeV, ^HC&52258~100! keV.

Again, there is a considerable model dependence due to
use of the isospin-pure shell-model form factor shape for
isoscalar transition. Further experiments would be of imp
tance to test the validity of such a procedure, e.g., to confi
the pronounced minimum suggested atqeff.0.6 fm21.

V. SUMMARY

The magnetic dipole response in32S has been studied
with 180° electron scattering. The transition strengths up
Ex512 MeV have been determined by a PWBA analys
For the two strongest transitions, where a discrepancy o
factor of about 2 was observed in previous (e,e8) experi-
ments@13,14#, values intermediate between the two extrem
are deduced from the present work. Shell-model calculati
employing the USD interaction and an effectiveM1 operator
@2,4# are capable of describing theM1 strength distribution
well. However, the isospin-analog GT2 strength@42# is sys-
tematically underpredicted. This makes a possible extrac
of MEC contributions to theM1 transitions based on th
shell-model results as reported@5–7# for other self-conjugate
nuclei in thesd-shell (24Mg, 28Si) more questionable. On
the other hand, if theB(M1)s values derived from the dat
of Ref. @42# were systematically about 20% too large, ve
good agreement with the analysis of othersd-shell nuclei
could be achieved. Therefore, an independent measure
of the GT strength in32Cl and/or 32P would be important.

FIG. 11. Form factor of the isoscalar transition to theJp;T
511;0, Ex57.190 MeV state in32S including isospin mixing.
The data and the shape of the dashed line are the same as in Fi
The dashed-dotted and dotted lines are shell-model form factor
the spin-flip M1 transition to the state at 11.14 MeV and th
l-forbidden transition, respectively, that describe the respective
perimental data. The solid line is a fit allowing for isospin mixin
with these two states plus the 8.13 MeV state as described in
text.
1-10
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MAGNETIC DIPOLE TRANSITIONS IN 32S FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024311
The shell-model wave functions provide a reasonable
scription of the form factors. The QRPA calculation of Re
@41# underpredicts the totalM1 strength by a factor of abou
2 and underestimates the form factors of the spin-flip tra
tions at higher momentum transfers.

The experimental improvements achieved by the ba
ground suppression with the TOF measurement permit
the first time studies of the form factors of the extreme
weak l-forbidden as well as an isoscalarM1 excitation in
32S. Thel-forbidden transition allows a sensitive test of te
sor corrections to theM1 operator@20#. A combined analysis
with the isospin-analog GT transitions in theA532 triplet
reveals a situation similar to previous studies inA539 nu-
clei: the otherwise successful microscopic calculations
Towner and Khanna@2# of corrections to theM1 and GT
operators reasonably account for the GT strengths, but
for M1. As pointed out repeatedly@18,19#, this poses a se
vere problem because the main contributions to the ten
corrections~core polarization,D isobar excitation! strictly
scale and do not depend on details of the calculations.

A possible explanation may lie in the nonrelativistic tre
ment. Some examples of the role of relativistic correctio
are discussed. For example, the contributions due to a
body spin-orbit interaction would be of the right order
magnitude to explain the difference between the TK and B
tensor matrix elements, but has the wrong sign~note, how-
ever, the simplifying assumptions in the calculation!. The
initial and final states ofl-forbidden transitions also const
tute the partners of a pseudospin doublet. Pseudospin s
metry has been shown to be a relativistic symmetry@53# and
l.
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accounts well for the description ofl-forbiddenM1 @56# and
GT @55# transitions.

Because of their strong suppression with respect to
ovector excitations, data on isoscalarM1 transitions from
electromagnetic probes are scarce. This leaves the isos
corrections to theM1 operator much more uncertain an
in-depth studies would be highly desirable. The present
sults suggest the need to include isospin mixing for a con
tent interpretation of the transition strength and the measu
form factor. Coulomb matrix elements derived either from
two-state model at the photon point or a form factor analy
allowing for mixing with all close-lying 11,T51 states are
in the range of values suggested by the approximate c
stancy of the spreading width, but the experimental unc
tainties are still somewhat large for quantitative conclusio
However, the experimental progress demonstrated opens
possibility of detailed form factor studies on isoscalarM1
transitions in future experiments with the 180° system at
S-DALINAC.
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